
What Will be a Better Dye for 
Watercolor Paint?



Question & Purpose
What will be a better dye for watercolor paint?

The problem we are trying to solve/find out with this experiment is if we can make a 
better watercolor dye using Skittles, cherry juice and Coca Cola.  In this experiment 
we will be using Skittles, cherry juice and Coca Cola to make our own watercolor 
paints. 
We want to do this experiment because painting is a big part of Sydney’s life. It 
means alot to Sydney to make art and if we can get less expensive material it could 
make a big difference in our art. 
The information gained from this experiment will help other people by making a less 
expensive source of watercolor, for people who can’t afford materials and to young 
broke artists. 



Research
 pH levels of acid in these foods

The higher the pH level the more the color on the food will fade

Skittles

pH Levels of Common Sour 
Candies | Commerce Drive Dental

The pH level of acid in Skittles is 3 to 
2.5

Cherry juice

Are Cherries and Cherry Juice 
Acidic? - Food FAQ

The pH level of acid in cherry juices 4 
to 3

 Coca Cola

What Is the PH Level of Coke? 
(reference.com)

The pH level of acid in Coca Cola is 
4.2 to 2.5

https://www.commercedrivedental.com/ph-levels-of-common-candies/
https://www.commercedrivedental.com/ph-levels-of-common-candies/
https://foodfaq.org/are-cherries-and-cherry-juice-acidic/
https://foodfaq.org/are-cherries-and-cherry-juice-acidic/
https://www.reference.com/science/ph-level-coke-3faa419307c54460
https://www.reference.com/science/ph-level-coke-3faa419307c54460


Hypothesis

If we test Cherry juice, Skittles and Coca Cola to determine whether which one of these foods 
will be the best to make watercolor paint then we expect Skittles will make the bright 
substitute for watercolor and will last the longest in one stroke.
 We base our hypothesis on the fact that the pH level of acid in Skittles is 2.5 to 3.  This is a 
lower pH level than the other foods that we will be testing. We believe that the Skittles will be 
the most vibrant and will last the longest in one stroke. We believe this because Skittles and 
water mixed together have pretty much the same effect as when you're dipping the paint of 
watercolor into water and then use it on paper.  This is why we predict Skittles will last the 
longest. 



Variables
 The independent Variable will be the different 
materials- we use in the experiment. So the 
different kinds of liquids we will be using.  
Skittles soaked in water Cherry juice and Coca 
Cola..

 
The dependent variable is the pH measurement 
and the brightness of color each material 
created.

 



Materials
Watercolor (2/8 tsp.)            water  (2 tbs. 1 tsp.)

Skittles   (53)                        Bowls (4)           

Coca Cola (2 tbsp.)         measuring items(3) (measuring cups)

Cherry juice (5 ½ tsp.) 

Paint brushes (4)

Paper (4 8x11)

Timer (1)

Pencil  (1)



Procedure
Step 1. Get your materials: Watercolor Skittles,  Coca Cola, Cherry juice,  Paint brushes 
 paper,  timer, and  pencil

Step 2. dip the brush into water (½ tsp.)

Step 3. dip the brush into the watercolor palette (⅛ teaspoon (liquid) water color)

Step 4. Put the brush onto the paper and put the timer on 

Step 5. stoke the brush onto  the paper until no more color comes out and stop the timer

Step 6.  record  the time on the timer, on paper 

Step 7. Put Skittles into water and wait until the Skittles are white (3min  04.19sec)

Step 8. and do the same as you did with the watercolor (2 teaspoons water)

Step 9. Again do the same with the coca cola and the cherry juice but dont add water

Step 10. Analyze your data 



Conducting the experiment/Data
Colors of the watercolor paint 
that was experimented 

Exact colors

Watercolor - #A84042

Skittles - #651B00

Coca Cola - #6E5436

Cherry Juice - #A68978



Conducting the experiment/Data
How many seconds each 
color lasted in one stroke 

Exact measurements

Watercolor - 55.39sec

Skittles - 23.01sec

Coca Cola - 15.93sec

Cherry Juice - 20.55sec



Conducting the experiment/Data

Range of the pH levels - 2.5 to 4.2



Results
The results of the experiment 

● Skittles is the most vibrant second to watercolor

● Skittles last the most in one stroke lasting 23.01sec second to the water color 



Conclusion

Our hypothesis was proven true. We predicted the skittles would be the most 
vibrant and the the Skittles would last the longest in one stroke. This did happen 
and we were correct.
This happened because Skittles have the lowest pH level. 
Factors that may have caused this outcome are that the pH level of acid in Skittles 
is 3 to 2.5 which is lower than the other foods that we tested.
We could further test this project by testing more types of foods. 
Real world uses for this information is that it may help other people by making a 
less expensive source of watercolor for those who can’t afford materials and to 
young broke artists. 
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